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	CHAIR NAME: Dan Jenkins
	YEAR FORMED: 2003
	ADVISEMENT TO:  PBC
	BACKGROUND: Beginning in 2002, ACCJC  Accreditation Standards began requiring institutions to become more intentionally supportive of student learning by defining intended student learning outcomes, assessing learning, and incorporating the results of assessment into decisions about institutional priorities and improvement plans. The Commission expects all accredited institutions to be at the Continuous Quality Improvement level.
	PURPOSE: The purpose of the committee is to assist the institution in continually improving the quality of instruction and to help ensure that student learning outcome assessment results are incorporated into decisions about institutional priorities and improvement plans 
	TYPICAL ACTIONSDECISIONS: Oversee the development of course-, program- and institution-level learning outcomes and service area outcomes;   Monitor the assessment of learning outcomes;   Evaluate learning outcome assessments;   Provide feedback regarding evaluation findings;   Maintain accessible databases of learning outcomes and their assessments;   Communicate to the public the results of learning outcome assessments;    Provides professional development activities and group and individual support for the development and assessment of learning outcomes,   Engage in and promotes the institutional dialogue regarding learning outcome assessments,   Provide guidelines and tools for developing and assessing SLO’s, and using assessment results in Program Reviews. 
	CHAIR: Dan Jenkins
	TERM LENGTHS OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS: 2 years for faculty members
	MEMBERS CHOSENAPPOINTED BY: Academic Senate
	EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT FOR MEMBERSHIP: None
	NAMERow1: Dan Jenkins
	NAMERow2: Jaime Cechin
	NAMERow3: Julie Finnegan
	NAMERow4: Rachel Donham
	NAMERow5: Jordan Anderson
	NAMERow6: John Koetzner
	NAMERow7: vacant
	NAMERow8: Nayeli Castaneda
	NAMERow9: Debra Polak
	NAMERow10: Steve Hixenbaugh
	NAMERow11: Ketmani Kouanchao
	NAMERow12: Minerva Flores
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	NAMERow14: Cyndi Woskow
	NAMERow15: 
	NAMERow16: 
	NAMERow17: 
	NAMERow18: 
	NAMERow19: 
	NAMERow20: 
	NAMERow21: 
	NAMERow22: 
	NAMERow23: 
	ACADEMIC YEAR: [2015-2016]
	DAY: [THURSDAY]
	COMMITTEE NAME: [STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES (SLOT)]
	GROUP 1: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	GROUP 2: [ADJUNCT FACULTY]
	GROUP 3: [STUDENT]
	GROUP 4: [ADMINISTRATION]
	GROUP 5: [CLASSIFIED ]
	NUMBER 1: [6]
	NUMBER 2: [1]
	NUMBER 3: [1]
	NUMBER 4: [5]
	NUMBER 5: [1]
	CONSTITUENT 1: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 2: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 3: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 4: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 5: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 6: [FULL-TIME FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 7: [ADJUNCT FACULTY]
	CONSTITUENT 8: [STUDENT]
	CONSTITUENT 9: [ADMINISTRATION]
	CONSTITUENT 10: [ADMINISTRATION]
	CONSTITUENT 11: [ADMINISTRATION]
	CONSTITUENT 12: [ADMINISTRATION]
	CONSTITUENT 13: [ADMINISTRATION]
	CONSTITUENT 14: [CLASSIFIED]
	CONSTITUENT 15: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 16: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 17: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 18: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 19: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 20: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 21: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 22: [SELECT]
	CONSTITUENT 23: [SELECT]
	TERM 1: [2016]
	TERM 2: [2016]
	TERM 3: [2016]
	TERM 4: [2017]
	TERM 5: [2017]
	TERM 6: [2017]
	TERM 7: [2017]
	TERM 8: [2016]
	TERM 9: [SELECT]
	TERM 10: [SELECT]
	TERM 11: [SELECT]
	TERM 12: [SELECT]
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	SUBMIT VIA EMAIL: 
	START TIME: [12:30PM]
	END TIME: [1:30PM]


